
Kandinsky-06.07.20
LO: To print with a purpose using a variety of 

different printing blocks.

LO: To recreate another Kandinsky piece of work 

using their own designed printing block. 

Success Criteria:

* I can print with a purpose using a block [hands, 

feet, potatoes, solid objects, numicon etc] 

improving the quality and placement of the image.

* I can create a pattern, randomly placed or tiled in 

a grid with a range of blocks.

* I can investigate, mix and apply colour to 

represent mood, places, times or seasons.

* I can create a piece of art in response to the work 

of another artist.



Range of tools for printing
• What could we print with? Can you write down as many ideas as possible in 

1 minute on your wipe board/paper? 

• Look at a range of tools you can use for printing. What can you find in your 
house that you could use as a printing block? 

• I am going to be using vegetables, fruit, numicon, shape blocks and my hands.

• With your adult discuss the difference in the effects each tool will create. 



Printing

• With your adult discuss what 
tools you would choose and 
why?

• Ask your adult to 
demonstrate how to print.

• Remember..
- Don’t use too much paint.
- Use a paper towel/tissue to 
wipe off excess paint. 
- Push down firmly.
- Create an even coverage.

In a moment you’re going to choose 

your colours and ‘printing blocks’ and 

explore how to print. 

First of all have a look at my WAGOLL

on the next slide to give you some 

Ideas and tips. 



Task 1- Miss Wright’s WAGOLL
• For the first task we are going to explore printing using a range of printing blocks and paint. Remember to 

mix any secondary colours you might want to use. 

First I mixed my primary 

colours to create the 

secondary colours-

orange, green and purple.

I chose my first printing 

block and dipped it in my 

paint. I wiped off the excess 

paint with a tissue.

I made sure to press my 

block down firmly for 

even coverage. 

I experimented with a range of 

printing blocks and colours. 

NOW it’s your turn to 

experiment!



Task 2- Miss Wright’s WAGOLL
• Once I had experimented with printing I looked at the printing blocks I had and 

decided which ones would be the best to use for my chosen Kandinsky piece. I 
decided to recreate my own version of Kandinsky’s circles using my blocks. 

• I started of by using my potato to print circles, I used both orange segment and my wooden moon 
block to print over the potato circles. After that I used the side of two different numicon printing 
blocks and colours to make my lines/edges. I then used my carrot printing block to add another 
circle. Finally I used my finger as a printing block to add my final circle in a circle. 

• Here is my finished piece. 



Task 2
• I would like you to re look at Kandinksy’s work from the past few weeks if 

needed.

• I then want you to think about what blocks would best suit your chosen piece of 
artwork- e.g circles- banana, lines- side of the numicon. 

• Can you create your own piece of art work, mixing your own secondary colours. 

• Here is another example of a finished piece of work based on Kandinsky’s 
artwork: 

• As you can there are circles, lines, squares. What printing blocks would be best 
to use to create a piece like this?  



Evaluate 

• Share your work with someone.

• What worked well? 

• What do you like about it?

• What could you improve? Even better if…


